A δ-set or a δ-arc is a set or arc of diameter less than δ. A δ-map or a 5-embedding is a map or embedding that moves no point by as much as δ. The words "every 3-subset of A contracts to a point in an ε-subset of A" are denoted s (A, δ, ε) .
Where more than one topology is considered on a set, the topology in which a sequence converges will be indicated by an obvious notation. For example, a n -> a 0 indicates that the sequence {α w }~= 1 9 converges to α 0 in the topology of the metric p.
Let X be a finite-dimensional compactum. Let p be a metric for X. Let A and B be nonempty compact ANR subsets of X. The Hausdorff metric p s is given by The homotopy metric p h is characterized in [3] by the following: Let A and {A % }~= 1 be nonempty compact ANR subsets of a finitedimensional compactum X. Then A n -»A if and only if Ph (a) A n -> A, and (b) given ε > 0, there is a 5 > 0 such that for all n, s(A n , δ, ε). We denote by 2f the topological space whose members are the nonempty compact ANR subsets of X and whose topology is induced by the metric p h . It is shown in [3] that 2f is complete and separable, and that 2f is a topological invariant of X. We mention here other useful results of Borsuk: If p h (A, B) < ε, then there are ε-maps /: A -> B and g: JB -> A. For Ge 2f, let [C] x denote the collection of all members of 2f that have the same homotopy type as C. Then [C] x is open in 2f. Since these sets partition 2f, [G] x is also closed.
The terms homotopy, deformation retraction, isotopy, etc. will be used in standard fashion, except that it will be convenient not to insist that the interval be /. For example, if c < d, a deformation retraction of A onto B is a map H: A x [c, d] -> A such that iϊ c = Id 4 and H d is a retraction of A onto j?. (We use the notation H t (a) -H(a, t) for all (α, ί)eix [c, eZ] .) It will occasionally be convenient to refer to the map H d as a deformation retraction.
A map H: A x [c, ώ] -> A is strongly contracting iίc<^u^v<Ld implies H u oH v (A) c H v (A)czH u (A) ([1], p. 37).
The term surface will be used to refer to a (second countable) connected 2-manifold, with or without boundary. A closed surface is a compact surface without boundary. A bounded surface is a compact surface with boundary. We differ from [1] and [2] in that we will call an annulus any space homeomorphic to {(x, y) e R 2 11 α 2 + y 2 ^ 2}. The following gives a useful criterion for convergence in 2f: LEMMA 1.1 ([1], 3.4, p. 38) . Let A and B be members of 2ξ (X an arbitrary finite-dimensional compactum Ph REMARKS. Case (b) above is not proved in [1] , but the proof is identical to that of (a). We will use both cases.
The next two lemmas will be used in questions of arcs. 
43). If Ae2f and f:AxI->X is an isotopy, then {f t (A) \ t e /} contains an arc in 2f from A to
The next two results will be used several times: THEOREM 1.4 ([11], 3.4, In the following theorems of Epstein, N will denote a surface, with or without boundary, compact or not. THEOREM 1.6 ([8], 1.7, p. 85 
There is an xey and at Q e (0, 1) 
) has its interior in 7, but the endpoints of B are not in 7. Therefore 7 = B c p(I) = /3.
The following is an immediate consequence of ( [7] We say Y dominates X if there are maps /: X-+Yand g:Y->X such that gof is homotopic to Id x . We write z/X = min {dimY\Y is a finite simplicial complex that dominates X}.
2. The role of the polyhedra* In [3] , Borsuk asked the following questions: If X is a polyhedron, is the collection of all nonempty subpolyhedra of X dense in 2f ? What is the category (in the sense of Baire) of the collection of all nonempty subpolyhedra of X in 2f ? In [1] , the first question was answered affirmatively for the case X = S 2 , and the second question was given the following answer: If X is a connected polyhedron with no 1-dimensional open subset, the collection of all nonempty polyhedra properly contained in X is a first category subset of 2f. It was also shown in [1] that the collection of nonempty topological polyhedra (i.e., homeomorphic images of polyhedra) properly contained in S 2 is a dense G δ , hence second category, subset of 2£ To prove 2.3, we show in 2.4 that for a given Ce2f we can split M into two pieces that join along simple closed curves such that the intersection of C with each piece is an ANR. Each of the pieces of M embeds in S 2 . In 2.5, we use the fact that the result is known for S 2 to construct a sequence of polyhedra whose intersection is C satisfying the hypotheses of 1. [, , a' q+1 in M satisfying (a) through (d). It follows that for each n there is a two-sided collar N n of a' n in M such that the N n are pair wise disjoint. For any n such that a' n \C has finitely many components, set a n = a' n . Thus we suppose a r is any of the a' n such that a' n \C has infinitely many components. We write N = N n . Clearly we may write a'\C = Uϊ=i %*> where the 7 m are distinct components of a'\C and each τ m is an arc whose endpoints α m and 6 m lie in C.
Let ^ -lim sup {τ m }m=i, i.e., Z is the set of all xea' such that every neighborhood of x meets infinitely many ϊ m . Then Z is closed (see [13] , p. 10). Thus Z is a compact subset of a!. It is easily seen that ZaC. Let w 0 , i^, and w 2 be distinct points of y x such that w 0 lies in the arc w t w 2 of τ x from w x to w 2 . Let / 0 : (/, 0, 1) u w 2 ) be a homeomorphism. Since N is an annulus, 
If {/fc(cjb), Λ(dfc)} c C/ fc+1 then (2) implies there is an arc 7
If, say, f k (c k ) ί U k+1 then there must be infinitely many members of Γ k+1 that meet /*(/), for otherwise (4) Hence there is an r such that α mr e U kι . By (2) there are arcs 7' in ί7 tl Π C from / Λ (c Λ ) to α Wr and 7" in £7^ Π C from α mr to f k {d k ).
There is an arc j k c 7' U 7" c C Π Int J5 from /*(<?*) to Λ(ώ fc ).
The other cases are treated as above. So in any case,
is continuous. The construction shows (3) and (4) are satisfied when k is replaced by k + 1.
With the induction completed, we have by (4) Proof. We remark that the proof is long, so some of the technical details have been omitted. A more complete proof is in [5] .
It is easy to see that there is no loss of generality in assuming C is connected. By sewing a Moebius band onto the boundary of a disk cut out of M\C if necessary, we can also assume that M is nonorientable of even genus, or orientable. In view of ( [1], 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5, pp. 36-39) we assume M Φ S\ For a given connected C e 2f with C Φ M, let a ly , a q+ί9 N 19 , N q+U X lf X 2 be as in 2.4 and its proof. It follows from 2.4(e) and ( [4] , 2.12, p. 102) that X, = X, f] C and X 2 = X 2 f]C are ANR's. We may assume X^ Φ φ.
, in which case we are done, by [1] . Thus we assume (1) ££lnt(UJStfy). Let Γ be the set of components 7 of U?ίί a A^ suc^ t^at 7 c a ά implies 7 Φ a ά . From 2.4(e), Γ is a finite set. We argue by induction on the number of members of Γ.
If Γ = φ then for each j e {1, 2, , g + 1} either a^ c C or a y c M\C. Since C is connected and X γ Φ φ, if no a s lies in C we have C -X ίf contrary to (1) . We assume ( 2 ) Ui=i a ό c C f°r some ί? with 1 ^ p ^ q + 1, and if p < g + 1 then UjiJ+i α^c Af\a
Neither X x nor X 2 need be connected; nevertheless, the theorems of [1] From (2) and (4) we may assume for all n and for k = 1,2, (11) \JU <*i c Int Bt and ^ n USϋ + i «y = ί For all w, let A n = (Bi n XJ U (BJ Π X,). We define a map h on
lΐxe (Bl n X,) ΓΊ (5? n X 2 ) = U?=i «i = -XΊ Π X then (5) implies #(&, t) = x = fe 2 (α;, £) for all ί e J. Therefore h is well-defined and continuous. It is easily seen that (12) 
By (11), if β is a boundary curve of B k then βclntί or βd Int X 2 . The union of those boundary curves of
It is clear that h Q = Id 4l and Λ t |C = Id c for all t e I. Also WA) = ftϊ(Bi Π -XΌ U hl(Bf n X 2 ) = (by (5) and (12))X X UI 2 = C. Thus h is a strong deformation retraction of A γ onto C For all w, we see by (6) and (12) that h\A % x [£", ί u+1 ] is a strong deformation retraction of A n onto -A Λ+1 .
By (12) , analogues of (7) through (9) hold when we replace
If D is a component of A Λ \C then by (11) D is a component of SiVXib for some k. Then (10) and the construction imply (C, {A n }n =1 , h) satisfies the analogue of (10) . This concludes our discussion of the case Γ = φ.
Suppose the theorem is true whenever Γ has less than r members 56 LAURENCE BOXER (r > 0). Now let Γ have r distinct members, y ίf , τ r . Topologically 7 r is an open interval in some a d , say 7 r c α lβ Let {z lt z 2 ) be the endpoints of 7 r (z t = 2 2 if 7 r = αj. Let C = C U 7 r . Clearly C" is a connected ANR, and Γ' = {7 X , •••, 7 r _J is the set of all components y of Uliί^ΛC" s u c^ that 7 cα^ implies 7 =£ α,. The inductive hypothesis gives a sequence {i? % }~= 1 c2f such that for all n:
(13) J5 % is a polyhedral bounded surface.
CdB %+l dIntB n . Also there is a map ψ: B 1 x J -> ^ and a sequence 0 = ^ < ί 2 < £ s < • such that lim ί Λ = 1, (15) <f is a strong deformation retraction of S x onto C, and for all n: (20) there is a boundary curve /S of B t such that βdD and 7 r C'f 1 (/3) It can be shown that: (22) /S contains a continuum β' such that ^(/S') = y r . If /S' is an arc whose endpoints are e 1 and e 2 then ^({e^ e 2 }) = {^, 2; 2 } and ti(/3'\fe, β 2 }) = 7 r .
Further, we show:
For U meets a component U n of B n \B n+1 for some w. By (14), (16), and 1.5, U n is an annulus. From (16), (17), (18), and 1.9, U n = ψ(β x [t nf ί Λ+1 ]), and (23) follows.
Let y 0 6 7 r . By (23) there are continua P k (k = 1, 2) such that /3' = P k satisfies (22) and P k Π (Int X k ) Π B(l/o, ε x ) ^ ^. It can be shown that P, n P 2 = ^. By (17), for all w, (24) ψ(P, x {t n }) ΓΊ f (P 2 x {U) = ί*. It can be shown that not both of P 1 and P 2 are simple closed curves. Hence we assume P 1 is an arc. Then P 2 is an arc or a simple closed curve.
By (22) Since \ n c M u μ n c AT,, and (BdΛfJ Π (BdM 2 )\f ({p lf p 2 } x /) = )f n ξ\ (25) and (27) (17), (24), (27), and (30) imply E n is a simple closed curve. (Note (30) implies if X n Πμ n = {a 2 n } then Qί=P?, so E n = {Qΐ\Pΐ) U λ # U ^.) Similarly, if Qj = Q 2 then either .#" is a simple closed curve for all n or E n is a disjoint union of two simple closed curves for all n.
For all n, let J n (Z.M ί be the disk bounded by yί-iU#UiUλ n and let Ji c M 2 be the disk bounded by &_! U ίi-i U ^». Define A % = [B.VΛfi U M 2 )] UΛU Ji. To complete the proof, we must show (13) through (20) are satisfied when ({A n }n =1 , C) replaces ({B n }^= l9 C) and an appropriate map h replaces ψ.
We have
Therefore A % is a polyhedral bounded surface. The analogue of (13) is satisfied. Since E n Γ) Ej = φ for n Φ j, (Bd A n ) Π (Bd A ά ) = ^. Clearly ^ 6 J n+1 a.J n and z 2 e Ji +1 c J^. It follows that Cc A n+1 a Int A n . The analogue of (14) is satisfied.
It is easily seen that there are maps h'ι J^ x J-> J x and /^": JJ x I-> j; such that for all a; 6 57 1 U )7
2
, y e ί 1 U ί 2 , t e /, (31) jt'(α;, i) = ^(a?, ί); Λ"(y, ί) = t(2/> *); and such that h' and ft" satisfy analogues of (15) through (19):
(15') ft' is a strong deformation retraction of J λ onto {2J, and for all n:
(16') ft'|Λ x [ί», t n +i] is a strong deformation retraction of J n onto (17') ft'|λ w x [ί w , ί w+ i] is an isotopy of X n onto λ Λ+1 .
THE SPACE OF ANR's OF A CLOSED SURFACE

(18') If x e h\{y) x [t n , t n+1 ]) for y e X n , then h\{x) x [t uf ί n+ j) c h\{y) x [t»f <»+J) and h'(x, t) = Λ'(y, ί) for ί 6 [t n+ί9 1]. (19') For all xeX n , h'({x) x J) is an arc and h'({x)
Similar versions of (15') through (19') hold upon replacing (h' f {J n }n=it %ι, {λ»»}?=i) by (h" t {J' n }n=i, z Z9 {μ n }n =1 ). By (31), h is well-defined and continuous. From (17) and (18),
Define a map h on
By (15), (15'), and (32), h{A ι x I) = A,. Clearly h(x, t) = x for all (x 9 t)eC x I, and h^Aj) = C Thus Λ satisfies the analogue of (15).
For all n: By (16), (16'), and (32), h satisfies the analogue of (16). By (17), (17'), and (32), h satisfies the analogue of (17).
By (18) and (18'), h satisfies the analogue of (18). By (19) and (19'), h satisfies the analogue of (19). By (20) and our construction of E n , h satisfies the analogue of (20). The proof of Theorem 2.5 is completed. 3* Arcs* Let X be a finite-dimensional compactum and let {C o , CJ c 2f. Under what circumstances is there an arc in 2f from C o to C x ? In [1] , it was found that a necessary but insufficient condition is that C o and C λ have the same homotopy type; and a sufficient but unnecessary condition is that C o and C x be isotopic in X. For X = M 9 we obtain a condition that is both necessary and sufficient: THEOREM If ε n = sup {diam h({x} x I)\xe A n ), then limε^ = 0, and by 1.1, A n -> C, so it follows that there is a sequence of positive numbers Ph δ n such that ( 3 ) lim δ n = 0, and for all n, s(A n , 6ε n , δ n ).
Let P be a component of A n \A n+1 . By 2.5(a), 2.5(b), 2.5(d), and 1.5, P is an annulus. Let the boundary curves of P be α w c Bd A n and a n+1 c Bd A n+ί .
There is a set E = {# 0 , a? lf , α^-J c α Λ of k distinct points numbered according to an orientation of a n (let x k = cc 0 ) such that if β 3 is the arc of a n from αjy.^ to x 3 containing no other member of E, then diam β 3 < s n . For each j, let y i = fe(%, t n+1 ). By (2), 7, -h({Xj} x [ί % , ί w+1 ]) is an arc from x d to y ά such that 7i\{cc/,!/,-} c Int P By (1), the y s are pairwise disjoint for je {0, 1, , k -1}(7* = 7 0 ) and (also by (l))ζ, = h(β 3 -x {^+ 1 }) is an arc of a n+1 from y ά -ι to τ/, not containing y m if j/ w ί {y s _ l9 y ά ). Clearly diam y j ^ e n .
Let {?/, ^/ ; } c ζ y . There exist a;, x' e β s such that y = h(x, t n+ι ) and y' = h(x' 9 t n+1 ). Then p(y, y') <, p(y, x) + p(x, x') + /o(o?' , y') ^ ε. + diam βy + e n < 3s n . Therefore diam ζ y < 3ε w .
Let Sy be the simple closed curve in P defined by S 3 --7y_i U βj U 7y U ζy. Then diam S 3 ^ diam 7y_ x + diam /3y + diam 7y + diam ζy < ε» + s Λ + e n 4-3ε % = 6ε w . By (3) and 1.6, Sy bounds a disk iΓ, c A n such that ( 4) diam K ά < δ Λ . Indeed K ά c P, for if K' 3 -is the disk in P bounded by Sy and K 3 Φ K 3 , then K 3 n i^ί = Sy and K 3 U i^ί is a 2-sphere in A n , which is impossible.
It is easily seen that there is a map F: P x I -> P that is a strongly contracting strong deformation retraction and a pseudoisotopy of P to a n+1 such that jP(Zy x I) c 2£y for all j. From (4) we have ( 5 ) F t is a <Vembedding f°r 0 ^ ί < 1. Apply the above construction to each component of A n \A n+1 . In the above, F t \a n+ι = Id« n+1 for all tel, so we may extend each F t via the identity to obtain a map F n : A n x / -> A n that is a strongly contracting strong deformation retraction and a pseudoisotopy of A n onto A n+1 moving no point by as much as δ n . Let a n : I-^2i Γ be defined by a n (t) = F n (A n x {£}). By 1.3, a n is continuous for 0 <; t < 1. By 1.1, a n is continuous for t = 1.
Let L:/-^2f be defined by
Since α Λ (l) = A %+1 = α w+1 (0), L is well-defined; and L is continuous for 0 ^ ί < 1. From (3), (5), and 1.2, L is continuous for t = 1. Since L(0) = A x and L(l) = C, L(I) contains an arc in 2f from A x to C The second conclusion of the lemma follows from the fact that for all n, F n is a pseudoisotopy of A % onto A n+1 . We show the existence of a basis with useful properties. 
is a strong deformation retract of A. There is a neighborhood ^ of C in 2f such that Je^ implies p h (X, C) < ε, Xclnt A, and X is a strong deformation retract of A. Further, if each component of Ie^ is a bounded surface, then there is an ambient isotopy of M that carries A onto X.
Proof. We may assume A is a polyhedron, and that ε is so small that two maps 
is an open set in 2f containing C. We may assume C and A are connected (otherwise we apply the following by components). Let Je^. There is an ε-map g: C ->X. Let i: C -> A, j: X -• A be inclusion maps. By choice of ε, i* = j*°g*:
By choice of A, i* is an isomorphism. Therefore j^'.Π^X-^ II X A is a surjective homomorphism. But {X, A} c[C] M , so /Z X and U^A are isomorphic. Since A is a bounded surface, ΊJ^A is a finitely generated free group. Therefore j\ is an isomorphism (see [10] , p. 59).
Recall the definition of AX given in §1. Since X and A have the same homotopy type, ΔX -AA. But ΔA ^ 1, since if A is a disk it has the homotopy of a point, while otherwise A has the homotopy type of a wedge of finitely many simple closed curves. With N = AA ^ 1, we apply Whitehead's theorem ([12], 1, p. 1133) and conclude j:X-+A is a homotopy equivalence. By 1.1 and 2.5 there is a polyhedral bounded surface ΰe^ such that X c Int B and X is a strong deformation retract of B. Applying the above to B, we conclude the inclusion of B into A is a homotopy equivalence. Hence B is a strong deformation retract of A (see [6] , 3.2, p. 6). Thus X is a strong deformation retract of A.
If Ie^ is a bounded surface, then by 1.5 each component of A\X is an annulus. Let S be a component of Bd A. Let A' be the component of A\X containing S. Let S' be the component of Bd A' that lies in X. There are annuli A ί and A 2 that collar S in M\A and S' in X respectively. Then A" = A L U A' U A 2 is an annulus. There is an isotopy h: A" x I -» A" of A" onto itself such that h^A' U A 2 ) = A 2 , h^Aj) = A! U A x , and Λ,(z, £) = 2 for all (z, t) e (BdA") x /. Apply this construction to each component of A\X and extend via the identity on M\(A\X) to get an ambient isotopy of M that carries A onto X. Conversely, suppose there is an embedding p:I->2f such that p(0) = C o and p(l) = C t . Since p(J) is compact, 3.3 implies that there exist 0 <L t 0 < t γ < < t m <; 1; A ί% e 2f such that each component of A t% is a bounded surface; and neighborhoods <%f n of p(t n ) in 2f such that if X e ^Λ and each component of X is a bounded surface then there is an ambient isotopy of M taking A tn onto X 9 and such that Π ^n+i =£ ^ and #(/) c UΓ=o ^n Further, 3.3 enables us to assume that A o = A tQ and A t = A <m . By 1.1 and 2.5, for each n <m there exists B n e ^» Π ^» +1 such that each component of B n is a bounded surface. There are ambient isotopies of M taking A tn and A tn+ί onto B n . Therefore there is an ambient isotopy of M taking A tn onto A tn+ί .
Hence there is an ambient isotopy of M taking A o = A ίo onto A tm = A t . 4 . Global properties* The spaces D(N) and L(N) of deformation retracts (respectively, compact AR subsets) of a compact 2-manifold JV were studied by Wagner in [11] . The topologies of these spaces may be described thus: A n --> C(A n --* C) if and only if there
are maps r o :N->N, r n :N->N that are deformation retractions (that are retractions) of N onto C and A n respectively such that r n -> r 0 uniformly on N. We show these spaces are closely related to 2f.
We will need the following lemma. In both its statement and its proof, it is similar to ([2], 3.1, pp. 212-213). Proof. By 3.3, there is a neighborhood ^i of C in 2f and a bounded surface NaM such that for all Ie^ we have XcInt N and X is a strong deformation retract of N.
Since M is an ANR, there exists η > 0 such that s(M, rj> ε/4). Also there is a d > 0 such that: (1) If N has more than one boundary curve then 3 < min {p(S, T) \ S and T are distinct boundary curves of N] .
(2) δ < 1/2 min {η, ε}. ( 3 ) There is a neighborhood ^2 of C in 2f such that if X e t hen s{X f δ f τj/2). Let^3 = {Xe2ΐ\p h (X,C)<δ/2}. Let <& =^ n ^2 Π ^8. Clearlŷ is a neighborhood of C in 2f. Suppose {A, B} c ^ such that Sci and A is a bounded surface. From 1.4 (with R = B) it follows that B separates each pair of boundary curves of JV in N. Since each component of N\A is an annulus, it follows that ( 4 ) B separates each pair of distinct boundary curves of A in A. Let p and q be distinct points of BdA such that there is a δ-arc β from p to q in M\B.
Suppose β meets distinct boundary curves T x and T 2 of A. It follows from (4) that β must contain a δ-arc β' from p' e 2\ to q' e T 2 such that /3'nA = {j/, «'}. For w = 1, 2, let !?" be the annular component of N\A containing T n and let T' n be the component of Bd JV that is contained in B n . By 1.4, T[ Φ T[. By (4) and 1.4, there are distinct components B' n of N\B such that Int B n cB' n . Then T n dB n (ZW ny so we must have β' Π BdB' n Φ φ. Since BdKcΓlU Bd J5 and /3' n Bd B a β' Π B = ^, we have /3'nΓ^ί for w = 1, 2. The latter contradicts (1) . We conclude that β Π Bd A is contained in a single component J of Bd A.
By N s (β) we will mean the set of all points in M whose distance from β is less than s. Since diam β < δ, there is an s > 0 such that diam N 8 (β) < δ. By the proof of 2.4, we may assume β D J has finitely many components. If 7 is a component of /3 (Ί J that is not a single point, then 7 is an arc with endpoints 6, c. There is an arc YdN s (β)\B from 6 to c such that 7' Π J = {δ, c}. If %> # >^m are the components of β Π J that are arcs, then β λ = (β\\Jn=x 7») U U™=i 7» meets J in but finitely many points and (by choice of s) contains a δ-arc β 2 from p to q. Thus (by replacing β by /3 2 if necessary) we may assume β (Ί J is a finite set.
Suppose /S Π «/ = {p, q} We consider two cases: ( I ) Suppose β\{p, q} c Λf \ii. Since diam β <δ, (3) implies there is an )?/2-arc f in A from p to g. We assume ξ\{p, q) c Int A. Then if = β u j is a simple closed curve and diam K <δ + η/2 <η (by (2) (3) there is an )?/2-are ζcA from 2 to f(z). Clearly ζ meets /9. Hence A 2 c N vj2 (β) .
In particular, the arc of J from p to g that lies in Bd A 2 must lie in N ηj2 (β) .
Our choice of η implies ηβ < ε/4. In both (I) and (II), J contains an arc from p to q that lies in N ε}4 (β) .
More generally, if β Π J = {p -p γ , -, Pk = Q} where the p n are numbered in order from p to q along β, then each subarc p n p n+1 of β satisfies the condition of (I) or (II). For each n<.k there is an arc ζ n of J from p n to p n+ί in N φ (β) .
There is an arc ζ o c U£=ί ζ w c JV 6/4 (/9) of J from ί? to q. Observe diam ζ 0 <; diam N ε/4 (β) ^ ε/2 + diam /S < ε/2 + 8 < ε (by (2)).
We now strengthen 3.3. Proof. It follows from ([2], 2.1, p. 210) that there is no loss of generality in assuming C is connected.
There is a neighborhood ^ of C in 2f and a δ > 0 such that (1) if X e ^i then s(X, δ, ε/2). There are positive numbers δ t and δ 2 such that (2) 17 δ ί + δ 2 < δ and (by 4.1) such that (3) there is a neighborhood ^2 of C in 2f such that if {X, Y) c ^2, IcΓ, and 7 is a bounded surface, then each pair of points in BdY joined by a 7δ Γ arc in M\X can be joined by a £ 2 -arc in Bd Γ.
Clearly (4) there is a neighborhood ^3 of C in 2f and a <5 3 > 0 such that if Ie^3 then s(X, δ 3 , δ x ).
Let ^ = {X e 2f | ft(X, C) < (l/2)<5 3 }. By 3.3 there exist a bounded surface Nef\
n=1^n
and a neighborhood ^ of C in 2f such that Ie^5 implies XcInt AT and X is a strong deformation retract of N.
Let ^ = Π^=i ^». Clearly ^ is a neighborhood of C in 2f. Fix Ie^. By 1.1 and 2.5 there is a bounded surface ΰ e^ such that Xclnti? and there is a strong deformation retraction g:B x I->B of I? onto X such that g t is an ε/2-map for all t e I. Thus it suffices to show the existence of a strong deformation retraction H:NxI-+N of N onto B such that i^ is an ε/2-map for all t e I.
By choice of ^4 we have p h (N, B) < δ 3 . It follows from (4) and our choice of ^5 that for all x e Bd N there is a Varc in JV from x to some 7/ e Bd B. By 1.5, each component P of JV\B is an annulus. Let Bd P = S U S', where S and S' are boundary curves of N and B respectively. It follows from 1.4 that B separates distinct boundary curves of N in N. Thus (5) for all xeS, there is a <5 r arc β from x to some y eS', and we may assume β\{x, y} c Int P. Suppose diam S < δ. By (1) and 1.6, S bounds a disk of diameter less that δ/2 in N. Since JV is connected, the disk must be N itself. In this case it is clear that we have a strong deformation H: N x I -> N of ΛΓ onto B such that If t is an ε/2-map for all tel.
Thus we assume ( 6) 
There is a set G = {a?!, , α? f c } c S of & distinct points numbered according to an orientation of S (let x 0 -x k ) such that if a p is the arc of S from a^-i to tfp containing no other member of G, then (7) 2δ 1 < jOφp-i, α?,) and diam α p < 5δ t . By (2) and (6), k > 1.
By (5), for each p there exists 2/ p e £% 0 = y k ) and a <Varc ΛG8 0 = βk) in P from x p to j/ p such that β p \{x p , y p } c Int P. By (7), /S ί) _ 1 f] /δj, = φ.
Since P is an annulus, it follows that the β 9 are pairwise disjoint. By choice of B, β 9^ U a p U β p is an arc in M\X from y p _ t e S' to y p eS', and (7) implies (8) 
is a simple closed curve in JV. By (8) and our choice of y 9 , diamL^ < 75 X + δ 2 . By (1), (2), and 1.6, L p bounds a disk D p in N with diam D p < ε/2. As in the proof of 3.2, D p is the disk of P bounded by L p .
As in 3.2, there is a strong deformation retraction K: P x I-+P of P onto S' such that #(2^ x I) = D p for all p. Thus Iξ is an ε/2-map for all t e I. As in 3.2, K can be extended to a strong deformation retraction H: N x I -+ N ot N onto B such that iϊ t is an ε/2-map for all t e I. D{N) Proof. By 3.3, there is a compact 2-manifold with boundary ΛΓe2f and a neighborhood ^ of C in 2f such that if Ie^ then X c Int N and X is a strong deformation retract of N.
Suppose A n -> C. Let ε > 0. By 4.2 there is a compact 2-manifold with boundary J5ef and a neighborhood T of C in 2f with Tc^ such that if leΓ then Xclntβ and there is an ε/2-map r\B-*B that is a strong deformation retraction of B onto X. Choose an m such that n > m implies A n e ψ\ If xeC, ρ(x, r n (x)) -> p(x, r o (x)) = 0. Hence p(x, A n ) -> 0. If x n e A n , ρ(x n , r o (x n )) = p(r n (x n ), r Q (x n )) -+ 0. Hence p(x n , C) -> 0. We conclude A n -> C.
Let ε > 0. Let δ > 0 be such that if {a?, y}aN and ^(α, 2/) < δ then /o(r 0 (a?), n(l/)) < e/6. Let <5' > 0 be such that s (N, δ', δ) . Let m > 0 be such that w > m implies that for all x e N, p{r n (x), r Q (x)) < e/6.
If {x, y) c N, ρ(x, y) < δ, and n > m, then ρ(r n (x), r n (y)) ^ p(r n (x), r o (x)) + P(r o (x), r Q (y)) + P(r o (y), r n (y)) < e/6 + ε/6•+ ε/6 -e/2. Let J5LC A W C iV, diam ίΓ < δ'. There is a contraction h: Kx I-> N of iί to a point such that diam Λ,(UL x I) < 5. Therefore, for n > m, r n oh:KxI->N is a contraction of iΓ to a point such that r n oh(K x I)czA n and diam (r Λ oh(K x I)) < e/2 + e/2 = ε. Hence s(A w , δ', ε) for n > m, so il Λ -> C. Proof. Since AR* is the set of all members of 2f with the homotopy type of a point, AR* is open and closed in 2f, and thus is a union of components of 2f. We must show AJR* is connected.
Ph
Let C n eARξ(n = 0,1). By 3.2 there is an arc in ARf from C n to N n , where iV^ is a disk. Let p n eN and let h n : N n x I->N n be a pseudoisotopy of N n onto p Λ . Then (using 1.3) {h n (N n x {ί})|ίe/} contains an arc in AR* from N n to {p Λ }. Let h:I-+M be a map such that fe(0) = p 0 and Λ(l) = p 1# By 1.3, {{h(t) }\tel} contains an arc in ARξ from {^0} to {p^. Thus there is an arc in AR* from C o to σ ιβ THEOREM 4.6. Ai2f -L(M) as topological spaces.
Proof. Clearly they are equal as sets. Let C e AR*. As above, there is a disk NdM such that CaIntN and C is a strong deformation retract of N. We know A π -> C if and only if JL % > C.
Ph D(N)
But A nΈ^C if and only if A n^C ([11], 5.4, p. 388 Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.6 and ( [11], 5.5, p. 389) .
